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The Absolute Best Way to Do Almost Anything in the KitchenThe first book on technique from
America's Test Kitchen showcases 100 groundbreaking techniques that will transform your
cooking life, paired with more than 200 creative, modern recipes that put the techniques into real-
world, home-kitchen practice. From making the most tender burger patties to grill-roasting a leg
of lamb, from making pan sauces for cutlets to simmering homemade duck confit, from griddling
the fluffiest pancakes to tempering chocolate, making caramel, and baking French pastry, the
test cooks of ATK shine their spotlight on simpler, smarter, foolproof strategies.The first section,
Essentials Every Home Cook Should Know, covers core techniques. Learn why it's crucial to
season with salt properly before and during cooking for the best Roasted Bone-In Chicken
Breasts and Crispy Salt and Pepper Shrimp. Cook any piece of salmon to silky perfection
through our high-low roasting technique. The middle section, Techniques You Didn't Know You
Couldn't Live Without, includes techniques we developed from an unexpected angle of
discovery. Bake crusty, golden, bubbly-topped pizza by using a skillet. Fry easy, restaurant-
quality homemade French fries by starting the potatoes in room-temperature oil. The final
section, The Bucket List, gives you the know-how to make dreamed-about projects come true.
Barbecue true Texas beef ribs in a standard kettle grill. Cure your own bacon or gravlax in your
refrigerator. Bake, assemble, and decorate a show-stopping layer cake for any special occasion.
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Techniques and RecipesPART IEssentials Every Home Cook Should KnowPART IITechniques
You Didn’t Know You Couldn’t Live WithoutPART IIIThe Bucket ListNutritional Information for Our
RecipesConversions and EquivalentsIndexWelcome to America’s Test KitchenThe recipes in
this book have been tested, written, and edited by the folks at America’s Test Kitchen. Located in
Boston’s Seaport District in the historic Innovation and Design Building, ATK features 15,000
square feet of kitchen space, including multiple photography and video studios. It is the home of
Cook’s Illustrated magazine and Cook’s Country magazine and is the workday destination for
more than 60 test cooks, editors, and cookware specialists. Our mission is to test recipes over
and over again until we understand how and why they work and until we arrive at the best
version.We start the process of testing a recipe with a complete lack of preconceptions, which
means that we accept no claim, no technique, and no recipe at face value. We simply assemble
as many variations as possible, test a half-dozen of the most promising, and taste the results
blind. We then construct our own recipe and continue to test it, varying ingredients, techniques,
and cooking times until we reach a consensus. As we like to say in the test kitchen, “We make
the mistakes so you don’t have to.” The result, we hope, is the best version of a particular recipe,
but we realize that only you can be the final judge of our success (or failure). We use the same
rigorous approach when we test equipment and taste ingredients.All of this would not be
possible without a belief that good cooking, much like good music, is based on a foundation of
objective technique. Some people like spicy foods and others don’t, but there is a right way to
sauté, there is a best way to cook a pot roast, and there are measurable scientific principles
involved in producing perfectly beaten, stable egg whites. Our ultimate goal is to investigate the
fundamental principles of cooking to give you the techniques, tools, and ingredients you need to
become a better cook. It is as simple as that.To see what goes on behind the scenes at
America’s Test Kitchen, check out our social media channels for kitchen snapshots, exclusive
content, video tips, and much more. You can watch us work (in our actual test kitchens) by
tuning in to America’s Test Kitchen or Cook’s Country on public television or on our websites.
Download our award-winning podcast Proof, which goes beyond recipes to solve food mysteries



(), or listen in to test kitchen experts on public radio () to hear insights that illuminate the truth
about real home cooking. Want to hone your cooking skills or finally learn how to bake—with an
America’s Test Kitchen test cook? Enroll in one of our online cooking classes. And you can
engage the next generation of home cooks with kid-tested recipes from America’s Test Kitchen
Kids.However you choose to visit us, we welcome you into our kitchen, where you can stand by
our side as we test our way to the best recipes in America.IntroductionIf you strive to be the kind
of cook who can read a recipe and recognize the whys as well as the hows and the kind of cook
who can apply knowledge of one technique to cooking many different recipes (or even to
cooking without a recipe), then 100 Techniques is the book for you. Regardless of skill level, to
be better in the kitchen it’s vital to understand the methods behind cooking—although as you will
learn in these pages, they’re not always the methods you might expect.As our parents told us,
practice and repetition are the keys to mastery (and this applies to cooking just as much as it
does to playing the piano). In the ATK kitchens, we test recipes as many times as it takes to
ensure they are consistently foolproof. There are lots of ways to sauté delicate fish fillets or turn
out crispy-skinned chicken, but we made these dishes again and again while developing the
most reliable methods. And we’re not afraid to turn tradition on its head to achieve our goal.
Perfectly fluffy, tender white, brown, or wild rice is achievable every time—if you bake it. Every
one of these 100 hand-picked techniques gives you a tool kit to help you transform your cooking
life.Connections and motifs thread through cooking—and through this book. For instance,
understanding what an emulsion is and how it works is the first step toward creating great
vinaigrettes that won’t separate, mixing up hollandaise sauce or mayonnaise in a blender,
making cake batter in a food processor, and churning super-premium ice cream. “Managing
moisture” may not sound appetizing, but controlling the water content of food is a critical
technique that repeatedly bobs up. Knowing how and when to add moisture during cooking and
how and when to remove it means you can sauté vegetables perfectly, caramelize onions
quickly, cook tofu that doesn’t fall apart, bake juicy fruit crisps, and smoke spareribs in your oven.
And learning how to use salt properly is about as elemental as cooking gets: You’ll discover why
seasoning meat with salt before cooking is critical and learn how to most effectively use salt after
cooking. You’ll also learn why salt is important in brining lean proteins and dried beans, and why
you shouldn’t use it when making burger patties.This book isn’t meant to be a sequential
cooking course, so dip into it wherever and however you like. Try one of the simple essentials
that will make your everyday life easier and more enjoyable, like simmering a great tomato sauce
or making a pan sauce for cutlets. Or invite some friends over to share in the success of a
project you’ve always wanted to tackle, like achieving genuine Texas-style barbecue in a regular
kettle grill or baking a New York deli–style cheesecake. We hope you think of 100 Techniques as
your guidebook to a lifetime of cooking success.List of Techniques and RecipesPart I: Essentials
Every Home Cook Should Know1Season Smarter with SaltRoasted Bone-In Chicken Breasts
with Chimichurri SauceCrispy Salt and Pepper Shrimp2Bloom Spices for Depth and
ComplexityLamb VindalooThai Panang Curry with Shrimp3Finish with a Sprinkle or Drizzle to



Elevate FlavorFresh Herb SaltZa’atarFurikakeRosemary OilSichuan Chili OilStrawberry–Black
Pepper Sugar4Make Great VinaigrettesMake-Ahead White Wine VinaigretteMake-Ahead
Sherry-Shallot VinaigretteMake-Ahead Balsamic-Fennel VinaigretteMake-Ahead Cider-Caraway
VinaigretteBibb and Frisée Salad with Grapes and CeleryRadicchio Salad with Apple, Arugula,
and Parmesan5Marinate in a Way That Actually WorksGrilled Mojo-Marinated Skirt SteakMiso-
Marinated Salmon6Pickle Vegetables in an AfternoonQuick Pickled CarrotsQuick Asparagus
PicklesQuick Sweet and Spicy Pickled Red Onions7Salt Vegetables for Not-Soggy Slaws and
SaladsCreamy Buttermilk ColeslawButtermilk Coleslaw with Scallions and CilantroLemony
Buttermilk ColeslawBeet, Endive, and Pear SlawGreek Cherry Tomato SaladCherry Tomato
Salad with Basil and Fresh Mozzarella8Just Add Water for Perfectly Sautéed
VegetablesSautéed Green Beans with Garlic and HerbsSkillet Broccoli with Olive Oil and
GarlicSkillet Broccoli with Sesame Oil and GingerSautéed Mushrooms with Red Wine and
RosemarySautéed Mushrooms with Mustard and Parsley9Steam-Roast Vegetables to
Caramelized TendernessRoasted Red Potatoes with Shallot, Lemon, and ThymeRoasted
Carrots and Parsnips with RosemaryRoasted Delicata Squash with Herb Sauce10Make
Flavorful Pasta Sauce from the Cooking WaterGarlicky Spaghetti with Lemon and Pine
NutsGarlicky Spaghetti with Capers and CurrantsGarlicky Spaghetti with Green Olives and
AlmondsPasta alla Gricia11Make Great Tomato Sauce without Hours of SimmeringFresh
Tomato SauceClassic Marinara SauceRoasted Garlic Marinara SauceVodka Cream Marinara
Sauce12Make Roux for Rich SaucesCreamy Baked Four-Cheese PastaChicken and Sausage
Gumbo13Prepare Tender, Not Gummy, Rice NoodlesPad Kee Mao with PorkVietnamese Lemon
Grass Beef and Rice Noodles14Bake Rice for Never Mushy or Scorched ResultsFoolproof
Baked White RiceFoolproof Baked Brown Rice with Parmesan, Lemon, and HerbsFoolproof
Baked Wild Rice with Cranberries and Almonds15Make Great Pan Sauces for Simple Chicken
CutletsSautéed Chicken CutletsApricot-Orange Pan SauceMustard-Cider Pan SauceLemon-
Caper Pan SauceTomato, Basil, and Caper Pan Sauce16Sear Any Steak to Perfection on the
StovetopThick-Cut Steaks with Herb ButterPan-Seared Flank Steak17Handle Meat Gently for
the Tenderest BurgersClassic Beef BurgersBuffalo Chicken Burgers18Sauté Flaky Fish That
Doesn’t Fall ApartSautéed TilapiaChive-Lemon Miso ButterBasil-Lemon ButterCrispy Pan-
Seared Sea BassGreen Olive and Orange PestoArugula and Almond Pesto19Sear Scallops for
Tender, Golden ResultsPan-Seared Scallops with Sugar Snap Pea SlawMiso Butter–Basted
Scallops with Bok Choy and20Make Superior Stir-Fries without a WokStir-Fried Beef with Green
Beans and ShiitakesKung Pao Chicken21Cook Flavorful Tofu That Doesn’t DisintegrateWarm
Cabbage Salad with Crispy TofuMapo Tofu22Get Great Flavor from Foil-Packet DinnersChicken
Packets with Potatoes and CarrotsMoroccan Fish with Couscous and Chermoula23Oven-Fry for
Crisp, Golden Crumb CoatingsOven-Fried Fish Sticks with Old Bay Dipping SauceOven-Fried
Onion Rings24Shallow-Fry on the Stovetop for Deep-Fried FlavorCrispy Vegetable Fritters with
Horseradish SauceDrop DoughnutsStrawberry–Black Pepper Drop DoughnutsOrange Drop
Doughnuts25Achieve All-Over Crispy Skin with Whole Roast ChickenCrisp Roast ChickenSour



Orange Sauce26Roast Salmon Gently for the Silkiest TextureRoasted Salmon FilletsRoasted
Side of SalmonMango-Mint SalsaTangerine-Ginger Relish27Use the Broiler to Char without
BurningChicken ShawarmaWhole Romanesco with Berbere and Yogurt-Tahini Sauce28Master
the Two-Level Grill FireGrilled Glazed Boneless Chicken BreastsMolasses-Coffee GlazeTacos al
Carbón29Turn Off the Heat for Perfect PoachingPerfect Poached ChickenThai-Style Chicken
Salad with MangoPerfect Poached EggsFrench Bistro Salad30Butcher Whole Chicken for
Custom PartsTandoori Chicken with RaitaChicken Cacciatore31Brine Poultry and Meat for
Tender, Juicy ResultsExtra-Crunchy Fried ChickenExtra-Spicy, Extra-Crunchy Fried
ChickenGrilled Pork TenderloinJerk RubCajun-Style Rub32Braise More Gently by Using the
OvenPomegranate-Braised Short Ribs with PrunesRed Wine–Braised Pork Chops33Slow-
Roast Tough Cuts of Meat to Fork-TendernessCuban-Style Oven-Roasted Pork ShoulderMojo
SauceSlow-Roasted Chuck Roast with Horseradish–Sour Cream Sauce34Knead, Shape, and
Bake a Simple Loaf of Artisan BreadClassic Italian BreadPanzanellaCrispy Garlic Bread35Go
Lumpy for Fluffy Pancakes and MuffinsEasy PancakesBlueberry Swirl MuffinsOrange-Almond
ButterGinger-Molasses Butter36Melt Butter for Chewier Cookies and BarsChewy Hazelnut–
Browned Butter Sugar CookiesBrowned Butter Blondies37Reverse-Cream for Velvety
CakesSour Cream Coffee CakeClassic White Layer CakeVanilla Frosting38Temper Eggs for
Supremely Creamy CustardsClassic Vanilla PuddingCrème AnglaiseOrange Crème
AnglaiseCoffee Crème AnglaiseEarl Grey Crème AnglaiseLemon Curd39Bake Juicy, Never
Watery, Fruit Cobblers and CrispsSkillet Peach CobblerCranberry-Apple Crisp40Waterproof Pie
Dough for the Flakiest All- Butter CrustFoolproof All-Butter Pie Dough for Double-Crust
PieSweet Cherry PiePart II: Techniques You Didn’t Know You Couldn’t Live Without41Toast and
Grind Whole Spices for Bolder FlavorPistachio DukkahBlue Cheese Log with Pistachio Dukkah
and HoneyBest Ground Beef Chili42Layer Glazes for Deeply Layered FlavorTurkey Meatloaf
with Ketchup–Brown Sugar GlazeApple-Mustard Glazed Pork Loin43Conquer Finicky French
Sauces with the BlenderFoolproof Hollandaise SauceFoolproof Mustard-Dill Hollandaise
SauceFoolproof Saffron Hollandaise SauceFoolproof Béarnaise SauceMayonnaiseAioliSmoked
Paprika MayonnaiseRoasted Asparagus with Foolproof Mustard-Dill Hollandaise Sauce44Use
Aquafaba for Body and StructureVegan Dark Chocolate CupcakesVegan Creamy Chocolate
FrostingPasta e CeciWhiskey Sour45Brine Dried Beans for Tender, Never Tough,
SkinsCranberry Beans with Warm SpicesTexas-Style Pinto BeansSpiced Lentil Salad with
Sherry-Shallot Vinaigrette46Give Vegetables a Close Shave to Tenderize ThemZucchini
Ribbons with Shaved ParmesanShaved Brussels Sprouts with Warm Bacon Vinaigrette47Save
Scraps for Superior Vegetable SoupsCurried Butternut Squash and Apple SoupClassic Corn
Chowder48Caramelize Onions QuicklyCaramelized OnionsCaramelized Onion DipCaramelized
Onion, Tomato, and Goat Cheese Tart49Quick-Braise Vegetables for Vibrant ColorBraised
Spring VegetablesBraised Brussels SproutsBraised Zucchini50Cook Pasta in Its Sauce for
Infused FlavorLinguine allo ScoglioSpaghetti al Vino Bianco51Boil Hearty Grains Like Pasta for
Perfect TendernessPesto Farro Salad with Cherry Tomatoes and ArtichokesWheat Berry and



Blueberry SaladBarley with Lemon and HerbsBarley with Fennel, Dried Apricots, and
Orange52Make Fried Rice without Starting a Day AheadFaux Leftover RiceThai-Style Curried
Chicken Fried RiceFried Brown Rice with Pork and Shrimp53Turn Simple Rice into a
ShowstopperPersian-Style Rice with Golden Crust54Start with the Oven for Perfect Pan
RoastingRoast Beef Tenderloin with Shallot-Parsley ButterRoasted Rack of Lamb with Red
Pepper Relish55Butterfly a Chicken to Roast It Over the Rest of the MealRoast Chicken with
Warm Bread Salad56Arrange the Ingredients for Great Sheet-Pan SuppersSteak with Sweet
Potatoes and ScallionsHuevos Rancheros57Cook en Cocotte for Succulent Meat and FishPork
Roast en Cocotte with Apples and ShallotsSwordfish en Cocotte with Shallots, Cucumber, and
Mint58Braise Tender Chicken with Crisp, Not Rubbery, SkinChicken ScarparielloLemon-Braised
Chicken Thighs with Chickpeas and Fennel59Braise Burnished Meat without SearingCatalan-
Style Beef Stew with MushroomsClassic Pot Roast60Grill Vegetables to Perfect Smoky
TendernessTunisian-Style Grilled VegetablesGrilled Caesar Salad61Turn Your Grill into a
Nonstick Cooking SurfaceGrilled Salmon Fillets with Preserved Lemon AioliGrilled Scallops with
Basil Vinaigrette62Grind Your Own Meat for Superior BurgersGrilled Grind-Your-Own Sirloin
BurgersGrilled Grind-Your-Own Turkey Burgers63Freeze Lobster and Take Its Temp to Cook It
RightBoiled LobsterNew England Lobster RollsGrilled LobsterGrilled Lobster with Tarragon-
Chive Butter64Poach Fish in Olive Oil for Ultra-Silky TexturePoached Fish Fillets with Artichokes
and Sherry-Tomato VinaigrettePoached Fish Fillets with Miso-Ginger Vinaigrette65Start with
Cold Oil for Restaurant-Quality FryingEasier French Fries with Dipping SaucesBelgian-Style
Dipping SauceChive–Black Pepper Dipping SauceFried Brussels Sprouts with Sriracha Dipping
Sauce66Make Pulled Barbecue in Your OvenIndoor Pulled PorkLexington Vinegar Barbecue
SauceSouth Carolina Mustard Barbecue SauceSweet and Tangy Barbecue Sauce67Use Cast
Iron for Burnished Baked CrustsDutch Baby with Apple-Cinnamon SauceSouthern-Style
CornbreadSouthern-Style Jalapeño-Lime Cornbread68Make Tortillas without a Tortilla
PressHomemade Corn TortillasHomemade Taco-Size Flour TortillasTacos Dorados69Make
Pizza in a SkilletSkillet PizzaSkillet Pizza with Fontina, Arugula, and ProsciuttoClassic Pizza
Dough70Bake Bread without Kneading DoughAlmost No-Knead BreadAlmost No-Knead Whole-
Wheat BreadAlmost No-Knead Bread with Olives, Rosemary, and ParmesanNo-Knead
Brioche71Make Ice Cream without an Ice Cream MakerNo-Churn Vanilla Ice CreamNo-Churn
Birthday Cake Ice CreamNo-Churn Salted Caramel–Coconut Ice CreamNo-Churn Mint-Cookie
Ice CreamNo-Churn Peach Cobbler Ice CreamNo-Churn Key Lime Ice CreamNo-Churn
Strawberry-Buttermilk Ice CreamNo-Churn Banana–Walnut–Chocolate Chunk Ice CreamNo-
Churn Peanut Butter Cup Ice CreamNo-Churn Dark Chocolate Ice CreamNo-Churn Milk
Chocolate Ice CreamNo-Churn Malted Milk Chocolate Ice Cream72Make Almost No-Bowl
Cakes with a Food ProcessorPound CakeLemon Pound CakeAlmond Pound CakeGinger Pound
CakeSimple Carrot Sheet Cake73Laminate Pastry the Easy WayFlaky Buttermilk
BiscuitsMorning BunsPart III: The Bucket List74Make Your Own Bitters for the Ultimate
CocktailsOld-Fashioned Aromatic BittersCitrus BittersCherry-Fennel BittersSimple



Syrup75Ferment Pickles the Traditional WaySour Dill PicklesGarlic Sour Dill
PicklesKimchi76Make Fresh Cheese from ScratchHomemade PaneerSaag PaneerHomemade
Ricotta Cheese77Make Fresh Pasta without a MachineFresh Pasta without a MachineOlive Oil
Sauce with Anchovies and ParsleyPork, Fennel, and Lemon Ragu78Make Filled Pasta Like an
Italian NonnaThree-Cheese Ravioli with Browned Butter–Pine Nut SauceMeat Filling79Shape
Asian Dumplings That Won’t Fall ApartChinese Pork Dumplings80Cook Whole Fish for Rich
Flavor and Moist TextureWhole Roast Snapper with Citrus VinaigretteGrilled Stuffed Trout81Dry-
Age in the Refrigerator for the Ultimate BeefSkillet Top Loin Roast with Garlic-Herb ButterBacon-
Wrapped Filets Mignons with Gorgonzola Vinaigrette82Smoke Ribs Indoors Using Tea
LeavesOven-Barbecued Spareribs83Grill-Roast for Juicy Meat with a Browned CrustGrill-
Roasted Leg of Lamb with Charred Scallion SauceGrill-Roasted Ham84Look to the Grill for the
Ultimate PaellaPaella on the Grill85Smoke Texas-Style Barbecue in a Kettle GrillTexas-Style
Smoked Beef RibsGrill-Smoked Chicken with Fragrant Spice Rub86Make Chinatown-Style
Roasted BarbecueChinese-Style Grill-Roasted DuckChinese-Style Barbecued
Spareribs87Confit Food for Silky RichnessDuck ConfitFennel Confit88Cure Your Own Meat and
FishHome-Cured BaconGravlax89Tame the Flame of FlambéFrench-Style Pork Chops with
Apples and CalvadosBananas Foster90Fry Ethereally Light-Crusted FoodShrimp Tempura with
Ginger-Soy Dipping SauceFried Cheese-Stuffed Zucchini Blossoms91Turn Your Oven into a
Commercial Pizza OvenNew York–Style Thin-Crust PizzaSausage, Pepper, and Onion
Topping92Nurture a Sourdough Starter for Old-World BreadSourdough StarterClassic
Sourdough Bread93Make Real CaramelSalted CaramelsSalted Caramel Cupcakes94Temper
Chocolate for Shiny Candies and CookiesBuckeye CandiesMillionaire’s Shortbread95Whip
Cloudlike Meringue for Impressive DessertsMile-High Lemon Meringue PiePavlova with Mango,
Kiwi, and Blueberry Topping96Churn Premium Ice Cream and Fro YoPremium Vanilla Ice
CreamPremium Triple-Ginger Ice CreamPremium Frozen YogurtPremium Orange Frozen
YogurtPremium Strawberry Frozen Yogurt97Bake and Assemble a Showstopping Layer
CakeChocolate-Almond Coconut Cake98Whip Up Light-as-Air SoufflésChocolate SouffléMocha
SouffléCheese Soufflé99Master Pate a Choux for Perfect PuffsProfiterolesGougères100Bake a
New York Deli–Worthy CheesecakeFoolproof New York CheesecakeMixed Berry CoulisPART
IEssentials Every Home Cook Should KnowSeason Smarter with SaltSalt is elemental, literally
and metaphorically. Knowing how and when to apply salt is fundamental to turning out
appetizing food. The correct use of salt—to add flavor, manage water content, change the
texture of food, and more—is a running thread throughout this book.There are many ways to
season food with salt before, during, and after cooking. Although most recipes advise it,
seasoning with salt before cooking is probably the least-understood technique. We do it
because salt takes time to do its work. Salt penetrates food slowly when the food is cold, and
while the process is faster during cooking, it’s not instantaneous. Adding salt at the beginning of
cooking gives it time to migrate into the food; if you add salt only at the end, it provides merely a
superficial coating that immediately smacks your tongue in an overpowering way.For the most



even seasoning and well-rounded flavor, we strongly encourage seasoning food early in the
cooking process. To season most effectively, you need to salt smartly, getting the salt to where
it’s going to do its job. For example, we experimented with seasoning meat from different heights
—4 inches, 8 inches, and 12 inches—and learned that sprinkling from a height of 12 inches is
not just restaurant-kitchen theatrics. It actually allows for the most even distribution of the salt.
But what about when what you want to salt isn’t easily accessible?Consider, for example, skin-
on chicken. The skin acts like a raincoat, shielding the meat from outside influences and
preventing the salt from penetrating. We’ve learned that salting chicken under the skin is the
most effective method to season the meat before cooking.For really challenging situations, we
use liquid as a medium for transfer. Letting food rest in brine is a more extreme example (see this
page), but even a brief soak in a bit of salty liquid is an effective way to season before cooking.
For example, brining whole carrots in a small amount of salty liquid before grilling them gives the
salt the chance to penetrate the carrots’ rigid cell walls, ensuring thorough, even seasoning that
salting after cooking can’t provide. With shell-on shrimp, you can’t lift up the shells to apply salt
directly to the meat, so dissolving the salt first in a little liquid and then tossing everything
together ensures that the salt gets under the shells and is able to do its work.1A FOR SKIN-ON
CHICKEN Working with 1 piece at a time, use fingers or handle of spoon to carefully peel skin
from meat, leaving it attached. Sprinkle salt evenly over all chicken meat under skin.2A Lay skin
back in place over salted chicken to help it retain moisture. Using metal skewer or paring knife,
poke holes in fat deposits in skin to allow fat to render.3A Roast chicken until it registers 160
degrees, then sear in skillet until skin is crispy and browned.1B FOR SHELL-ON SHRIMP Toss
shrimp with salt and small amount of liquid in large bowl and let sit at room temperature to
infuse.2B Drain shrimp and pat dry with paper towels before cooking.3B At the end of cooking,
season again with salt to layer flavor.THE SCIENCE OF Salt StructureSalt is made up of a
sodium ion and a chloride ion, with positive and negative charges respectively; their charges
and small size allow them to quickly penetrate and season food.Roasted Bone-In Chicken
Breasts with Chimichurri SauceServes 4WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS Achieving crisp skin and
tender, well-seasoned meat when roasting bone-in chicken breasts is simple—if you deploy salt
in the right way. We peeled back the skin and sprinkled the meat underneath with salt to season
it and help it retain moisture, then we put the skin back and pricked it to allow the fat to render
during cooking. We then slid the breasts into the oven to roast gently. Once the meat was
cooked through, we seared the breasts in a skillet on the stovetop to finish. The direct heat
burnished the skin and also gave the chicken a serious flavor boost. Though these chicken
breasts taste great on their own, we love to serve them with Chimichurri Sauce. Alternatively,
serve with Chermoula (this page).4(12-ounce) bone-in split chicken breasts, trimmed¾teaspoon
table salt1tablespoon vegetable oil1recipe Chimichurri Sauce (recipe follows)1 Adjust oven rack
to lower-middle position and heat oven to 325 degrees. Line rimmed baking sheet with
aluminum foil. Working with 1 breast at a time, use your fingers or handle of spoon to carefully
separate chicken skin from meat. Peel skin back, leaving it attached at top and bottom of breast



and at ribs. Sprinkle salt evenly over all chicken, then lay skin back in place. Using metal skewer
or tip of paring knife, poke 6 to 8 holes in fat deposits in skin. Arrange breasts, skin side up, on
prepared sheet. Roast until chicken registers 160 degrees, 35 to 45 minutes.2 Heat 12-inch
skillet over low heat for 5 minutes. Add oil and swirl to coat surface. Add chicken, skin side down,
and increase heat to medium-high. Cook chicken, without moving it, until skin is well browned
and crispy, 3 to 5 minutes. Using tongs, flip chicken and prop against side of skillet so thick side
of breast is facing down; continue to cook until browned, 1 to 2 minutes longer. Transfer to
serving dish and let rest for 10 minutes before serving.Chimichurri SauceServes 4 (Makes about
1½ cups)To keep the sauce from becoming bitter, whisk in the olive oil by hand.¼cup hot
water2teaspoons dried oregano1teaspoon table salt1 cups fresh parsley leaves cup fresh
cilantro leaves6garlic cloves, minced½teaspoon red pepper flakes¼cup red wine vinegar½cup
extra-virgin olive oilCombine hot water, oregano, and salt in small bowl; let stand for 5 minutes to
soften oregano. Pulse parsley, cilantro, garlic, and pepper flakes in food processor until coarsely
chopped, about 10 pulses. Add water mixture and vinegar and pulse briefly to combine. Transfer
mixture to medium bowl and slowly whisk in oil until incorporated and mixture is emulsified.
Cover with plastic wrap and let stand at room temperature for at least 1 hour. (Sauce can be
refrigerated for up to 2 days; bring to room temperature and rewhisk before serving.)Crispy Salt
and Pepper ShrimpCrispy Salt and Pepper ShrimpServes 4 to 6WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS In
this traditional Chinese dish, shell-on shrimp are seasoned and flash-fried until the meat is
plump and the shells are as deliciously crispy as fried chicken skin. Many recipes call for rubbing
the raw shell-on shrimp with salt and letting them sit so the seasoning can penetrate, but we
found that we could amp up the salt’s effectiveness by adding a little Shaoxing wine, since the
liquid helped the salt get under the shells to make direct contact with the meat. To ensure that
the added moisture didn’t affect frying, we patted the shrimp dry before coating them with
cornstarch and spices. The cornstarch pulled moisture from the shells, contributing to their
delicately crispy texture. Aromatic Sichuan peppercorns gave the dish a subtle mouth-tingling
spiciness, while black peppercorns provided a straightforward hit of heat. We added more salt to
finish, along with a flavorful oil with garlic and ginger. We like to use frozen shrimp; thaw them
overnight in the fridge or under running cold water and blot them dry.1½pounds shell-on
medium-large shrimp (31 to 40 per pound)2tablespoons Shaoxing wine or dry
sherry1½teaspoons kosher salt, divided2½teaspoons black peppercorns, coarsely
ground2teaspoons Sichuan peppercorns, coarsely ground2teaspoons sugar¼teaspoon
cayenne pepper4cups vegetable oil5tablespoons cornstarch, divided2jalapeño chiles,
stemmed, seeded, and sliced into ⅛-inch-thick rings3garlic cloves, minced1tablespoon grated
fresh ginger2scallions, sliced thin on biasShredded iceberg lettuce1 Adjust oven rack to upper-
middle position and heat oven to 225 degrees. Set wire rack in rimmed baking sheet and line
large plate with triple layer of paper towels. Toss shrimp with wine and 1 teaspoon salt in large
bowl and let sit at room temperature for 15 minutes. Combine black peppercorns, Sichuan
peppercorns, sugar, and cayenne in small bowl.2 Heat oil in large Dutch oven over medium heat



until oil registers 385 degrees. Meanwhile, drain shrimp and pat dry with paper towels; wipe bowl
dry with paper towels. Transfer shrimp to now-empty bowl, add 3 tablespoons cornstarch and 1
tablespoon peppercorn mixture, and toss until well coated.3 Carefully add one-third of shrimp to
hot oil and fry, stirring occasionally to keep shrimp from sticking together, until light brown, 2 to 3
minutes. Adjust burner, if necessary, to maintain oil temperature between 375 and 385 degrees.
Using spider skimmer or slotted spoon, transfer shrimp to prepared plate and let drain briefly.
Transfer shrimp to prepared rack and keep warm in oven. Return oil to 385 degrees and repeat
frying remaining shrimp in 2 more batches, retossing each batch thoroughly with coating mixture
before frying. Line plate with clean paper towels as needed.4 Return oil to 385 degrees. Toss
jalapeño rings with remaining 2 tablespoons cornstarch in separate bowl. Shake off excess
cornstarch, then carefully add jalapeño rings to oil and fry until crisp, 1 to 2 minutes. Transfer
jalapeño rings to prepared plate. Reserve 2 tablespoons frying oil.5 Heat reserved oil in 12-inch
skillet over medium-high heat until shimmering. Add garlic, ginger, and remaining peppercorn
mixture and cook, stirring occasionally, until mixture is fragrant and just beginning to brown,
about 45 seconds. Add shrimp, scallions, and remaining ½ teaspoon salt and toss to coat. Line
serving platter with shredded lettuce. Arrange shrimp on platter and sprinkle with jalapeño rings.
Serve immediately.Bloom Spices for Depth and ComplexityFlowers aren’t the only things that
bloom: To make flavors blossom and flourish, we’ve long advocated blooming spices and certain
herbs in oil or other fat before adding liquid to the cooking pot. This one simple step immediately
and effortlessly provides a huge payoff in terms of flavor and aroma in the finished dish.How
does blooming work? Simply put, blooming uses heat to awaken the dormant flavors of spices
by cooking them in fat before proceeding with a recipe. Spices contain a host of flavor
compounds that give them their character and complexity. Many of these flavor compounds are
fat-soluble, so briefly cooking the spices in fat changes these fat-soluble flavor molecules from a
solid state to a liquid one. In a liquid state, they can more effectively interact with other
ingredients in the dish to create more intense and complex flavors. Since you’d need to add the
spices to the pan at some point anyway, it doesn’t amount to any extra work.Spice blends or
dishes that use multiple spices particularly benefit from the blooming technique; for example,
dishes from the cuisines of Mexico, the Middle East, North Africa, and India. If you’ve ever made
a curry or a chili, you may have bloomed spices without even realizing it. Just dumping and
stirring a curry paste or a mix of powdered spices into the pot will result in a curry or a chili with a
bland, musty flavor or texture, but cooking the curry powder or paste or the chili powder in fat
before introducing other ingredients will bring out its warm notes and multilayered
flavors.Blooming isn’t typically a long process. Ground spices and spice pastes bloom at
different rates, so depending on the dish and the ingredients, it can take anywhere from 30
seconds to several minutes. Do be careful not to apply too much heat to your spices or heat
them for longer than recommended; ground spices will burn fairly quickly, resulting in a scorched
flavor in your finished dish.1A TO BLOOM DRY SPICE BLEND First sauté any fresh aromatics,
such as onions, in fat in cooking vessel. Stir spice blend into fat and cook until fragrant; this



generally takes only a minute or two, depending on recipe.1B TO BLOOM SPICE PASTE Heat
fat in cooking vessel until shimmering, then add spice paste and cook, stirring, until fragrant and
darkened in color. This can take several minutes, typically longer than for a dry spice blend.2
Add other saucy ingredients and bring to simmer to meld flavors of sauce together.3 Add
protein, vegetables, or other ingredients and cook as directed.4 Finish dish with additional fresh
seasonings.Lamb VindalooServes 6 to 8WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS An interplay of sweet,
spicy, and sour flavors in a thick reddish-orange sauce is the hallmark of vindaloo, a spicy curry
dish with both Indian and Portuguese influences. To fully develop the heat of the spices in our
vindaloo curry powder, which includes ground dried arbol chiles and cayenne pepper, we
bloomed them in oil. We then balanced that heat with the sweetness of the sugar and the acidity
of the tomatoes and vinegar. Traditional vindaloos are made with pork, but as vindaloo curries
became popular all over, lamb, chicken, and sometimes even chunks of potatoes found their
way into this dynamic stew. We decided to use a hearty boneless lamb shoulder roast, as the
lengthy (but hands-off) cooking time helped to concentrate and further bloom the spice blend in
the sauce. You can substitute an equal amount of boneless leg of lamb for the lamb shoulder, if
desired. We prefer to use our homemade Vindaloo Curry Powder (recipe follows), but you can
substitute store-bought vindaloo curry powder. Serve with basmati rice.4pounds boneless lamb
shoulder roast, trimmed and cut into 1½-inch pieces2¼teaspoons table salt, divided1teaspoon
pepper2tablespoons vegetable oil3onions, chopped¼cup Vindaloo Curry Powder (recipe
follows)8garlic cloves, minced2tablespoons all-purpose flour3cups chicken broth, plus extra as
needed2teaspoons sugar1(14.5-ounce) can diced tomatoes¼cup minced fresh
cilantro2tablespoons red wine vinegar1 Adjust oven rack to lower-middle position and heat oven
to 325 degrees. Pat lamb dry with paper towels and sprinkle with 2 teaspoons salt and pepper.
Heat 1 tablespoon oil in Dutch oven over medium-high heat until just smoking. Brown half of
lamb on all sides, 7 to 10 minutes; transfer to bowl. Repeat with remaining 1 tablespoon oil and
remaining lamb; transfer to bowl.2 Add onions to fat left in pot and cook over medium heat,
stirring often, until softened and lightly browned, 6 to 8 minutes. Stir in curry powder, garlic, and
remaining ¼ teaspoon salt and cook until fragrant, about 1 minute. Add flour and cook, stirring
constantly, for 1 minute. Slowly stir in broth and sugar, scraping up any browned bits and
smoothing out any lumps. Stir in tomatoes and their juice and lamb with any accumulated juices
and bring to simmer. Cover, transfer pot to oven, and cook until lamb is tender, about 2 hours.3
Remove pot from oven. Using wide, shallow spoon, skim excess fat from surface of stew. Adjust
consistency with extra hot broth as needed. Stir in cilantro and vinegar and season with salt and
pepper to taste. Serve.Vindaloo Curry PowderMakes about ½ cupFor a spicier curry powder,
use the larger amount of chiles.6–8dried arbol chiles, stemmed1½tablespoons coriander
seeds1½tablespoons cumin seeds1tablespoon fenugreek seeds1½teaspoons black
peppercorns1whole clove1teaspoon cayenne pepper1teaspoon paprika½teaspoon ground
cinnamonProcess arbols, coriander seeds, cumin seeds, fenugreek seeds, peppercorns, and
clove in spice grinder until finely ground, about 30 seconds. Stir in cayenne, paprika, and



cinnamon. Store in an airtight container at room temperature for up to 1 month.Thai Panang
Curry with ShrimpThai Panang Curry with ShrimpServes 4WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS Panang
curry is a sweeter, fuller-bodied version of Thai red curry that’s often enriched with chopped
peanuts and seasoned with sugar, fish sauce, makrut lime leaves, and a touch of fiery chile.
Unlike more familiar brothy curries, panang curry sauce has a thick, velvety consistency (from
coconut milk) that clings to the shrimp. To start, we sizzled curry paste in vegetable oil (we prefer
our homemade Thai Panang Curry Paste, though you can substitute a store-bought version).
Blooming the paste in the oil ensured that the fresh aromatics and spices reached their full flavor
potential despite the dish’s short cooking time. For a spicier curry, use the larger amount of curry
paste.2tablespoons vegetable oil2–4tablespoons Thai Panang Curry Paste (recipe follows)1(14-
ounce) can coconut milk2tablespoons fish sauce6ounces sugar snap peas, strings
removed1red bell pepper, stemmed, seeded, and cut into ¼-inch-wide strips1½pounds large
shrimp (26 to 30 per pound), peeled, deveined, and tails removed¼cup chopped fresh
mint¼cup chopped fresh basil cup dry-roasted peanuts, chopped1 Heat oil in 12-inch nonstick
skillet over medium heat until shimmering. Add curry paste and cook, stirring frequently, until
paste is fragrant and darkens in color to brick red, 5 to 8 minutes. Whisk in coconut milk and fish
sauce, bring to simmer, and cook until sauce is slightly thickened, 10 to 12 minutes.2 Add snap
peas and bell pepper and simmer for 3 minutes. Add shrimp, cover, and cook, stirring
occasionally, until shrimp are opaque throughout and vegetables are crisp-tender, about 4
minutes. Off heat, stir in mint and basil. Sprinkle with peanuts and serve.Thai Panang Curry
PasteMakes about ½ cupThe makrut lime leaves are readily available online, but you can
substitute 1 (3-inch) strip each of lemon and lime zest.½ounce (about 20) bird chiles,
stemmed1teaspoon coriander seeds½teaspoon cumin seeds2lemon grass stalks, trimmed to
bottom 6 inches and sliced thin6tablespoons water8garlic cloves, peeled and
smashed2tablespoons packed dark brown sugar2makrut lime leaves1tablespoon tomato
paste1teaspoon grated fresh ginger1 Process bird chiles, coriander seeds, and cumin seeds in
spice grinder until finely ground, about 30 seconds; transfer to blender.2 Microwave lemon grass
and water in covered bowl until steaming, about 2 minutes; transfer to blender with spices. Add
garlic, sugar, lime leaves, tomato paste, and ginger and process until smooth paste forms, about
4 minutes, scraping down sides of blender jar as needed. (Paste can be refrigerated for up to 1
week or frozen for several months.)Finish with a Sprinkle or Drizzle to Elevate FlavorWhereas
seasoning before or during cooking is often about effectively integrating salt and other
seasonings into a dish, seasoning foods after cooking can be an instant, easy way to add
complexity and layers of texture to any finished dish, along with contrasting pops of
flavor.Finishing salt mixtures, spice blends, and seasoned oils are integral to every cuisine
around the world. Purchasing these types of finishing condiments can be expensive, and often
the quality doesn’t match the price. Making your own is more economical and the flavors are
often fresher; it also allows you customize flavors to suit your preferences. We love to make and
have on hand a selection of favorite easy seasoning blends to quickly dress up finished



dishes.The technique here is not so much in making these condiments, since the process is
straightforward. Rather, the technique lies in knowing how and when to use them. (Once you do,
it will be hard to imagine kitchen life without them.) Plain rice or simple chicken breasts can be
seasoned to suit any cuisine by using different finishing blends. Steep spices in oil and then use
that oil to drizzle over bread or anoint your seafood with style. Make your own Fresh Herb Salt to
sprinkle over nearly everything. Grind up some spiced sugar for one-of-a-kind desserts and
baked goods.We’ve offered several of our best recipes for finishing blends (along with plenty of
ideas for using them), but keep in mind that this technique isn’t limited to blends of spices. Plenty
of single spices add great flavor when sprinkled on finished dishes. Celery salt brings a mineral,
vegetal note to roasted potatoes. Aleppo pepper has a fruity warmth that’s perfect on avocado
toast. Sumac lends its lemony bite to buttered rice, grilled chicken, or white fish. Fennel pollen
has a honey-like but savory flavor that enhances goat cheese or roasted vegetables. Cinnamon
adds a warmly spiced touch to peanut butter toast or ice cream.And, of course, there’s salt.
When using salt to finish, in a finishing blend or on its own, choose a coarse- or large-grained
salt, such as kosher or flake sea salt, which will be slower to dissolve and lose its crunch when
sprinkled over food.1A FOR DRY SPICE BLENDS Process spices, seeds, and other ingredients
in spice grinder. (Sometimes you will simply combine ingredients in bowl without need for
grinder.)2A Use steady hand to evenly apply finishing sprinkle to finished dishes immediately
before serving.1B FOR FLAVORED OILS Infuse oil with flavoring ingredients over low heat.2B
Strain infused oil through fine-mesh strainer to remove flavoring ingredients before storing.3B
Drizzle flavored oil over cooked vegetables, meats, seafood, noodles, potstickers, and so
on.Fresh Herb SaltFresh Herb SaltMakes about ½ cupWHY THIS RECIPE WORKS This herbal
finishing salt gets its great texture and delicate crunch from kosher salt, which has coarser, more
irregular crystals than table salt and also doesn’t contain additives like some table salt does. The
larger crystals also make this finishing salt slower to dissolve and lose its crunch when sprinkled
over food. Try this fresh fragrant salt sprinkled on a tomato-and-cucumber salad, seared chicken
breasts or pork chops, bean dip, popcorn, or fried eggs.½cup kosher salt1cup minced fresh
chives, dill, or tarragonUsing your hands, rub salt and chives in large bowl until well combined.
Spread mixture into even layer on parchment paper–lined rimmed baking sheet. Let sit at room
temperature, away from direct sunlight, until completely dry, 36 to 48 hours, stirring every 12
hours to break up any clumps. (Fresh Herb Salt can be stored in airtight container for up to 1
month.)Za’atarMakes about ½ cupWHY THIS RECIPE WORKS Za’atar is an aromatic eastern
Mediterranean spice blend that is used as both a seasoning and a condiment. The thyme gives
it a round, herbal flavor, the sumac a lemony tartness, and the sesame seeds a richness and
subtle crunch. Stir za’atar into olive oil and use it as a drizzle for bread; sprinkle over roasted
vegetables, hummus, or yogurt dip; stir into a lemony vinaigrette; or dust it over hard-boiled eggs
or just-cooked rich meats.½cup dried thyme2tablespoons sesame seeds,
toasted1½tablespoons ground sumacWorking in batches, process thyme in spice grinder until
finely ground, about 30 seconds; transfer to small bowl. Stir in sesame seeds and sumac.



(Za’atar can be stored in airtight container for up to 3 months.)FurikakeMakes about ½ cupWHY
THIS RECIPE WORKS This Japanese condiment blend is a surprise to the taste buds: It’s at
once briny, earthy, nutty, and sweet. Sprinkle over rice or seafood, dust onto avocado toast, toss
with sautéed vegetables, sprinkle on zucchini noodles, or season snack mixes. You can find nori
sheets and bonito flakes in most well-stocked supermarkets.2nori sheets, torn into 1-inch
pieces3tablespoons sesame seeds, toasted1½tablespoons bonito flakes1½teaspoons
sugar1½teaspoons flake sea saltProcess nori in spice grinder until coarsely ground and pieces
are no larger than ½ inch, about 15 seconds. Add sesame seeds, bonito flakes, and sugar and
pulse until coarsely ground and pieces of nori are no larger than ¼ inch, about 2 pulses. Transfer
to small bowl and stir in salt. (Furikake can be stored in airtight container for up to 3
months.)Rosemary OilMakes 1 cupWHY THIS RECIPE WORKS For this simple seasoning, we
heated the rosemary in the oil for a few minutes to extract the herb’s flavor, and then let it steep
off the heat to ensure maximum flavor transfer. Don’t leave the oil on the stovetop for a longer
time for stronger flavor; the oil will taste harsh. Drizzle on grilled meats, mashed potatoes, white
beans, or soups; use as a dip for crusty bread; or whisk into vinaigrettes.1cup extra-virgin olive
oil2tablespoons dried rosemaryHeat oil and rosemary in small saucepan over medium-low heat
until fragrant and starting to bubble, 2 to 3 minutes. Off heat, let sit until flavors meld, about 4
hours. Strain mixture through fine-mesh strainer. (Rosemary Oil can be refrigerated for up to 3
months.)Sichuan Chili OilMakes about 1½ cupsWHY THIS RECIPE WORKS This zingy recipe
starts by infusing oil with spices over heat, then straining the infusion into a bowl with more
spices. Asian chili powder is similar to hot red pepper flakes but is milder and more finely
ground. We prefer a Sichuan chili powder here, but Korean red pepper flakes (gochugaru) are a
good alternative. Toss with Asian noodle or rice dishes; drizzle over sautéed shrimp, roasted
chicken, or steamed vegetables; or use as a dip for dumplings.½cup Asian chili
powder2tablespoons sesame seeds2tablespoons Sichuan peppercorns, coarsely ground,
divided½teaspoon table salt1cup vegetable oil1(1-inch) piece ginger, unpeeled, sliced into ¼-
inch rounds and smashed3star anise pods5cardamom pods, crushed2bay leaves1 Combine
chili powder, sesame seeds, half of ground peppercorns, and salt in bowl. Cook oil, ginger, star
anise, cardamom, bay leaves, and remaining peppercorns in small saucepan over low heat,
stirring occasionally, until spices have darkened and mixture is very fragrant, 25 to 30 minutes.2
Strain mixture through fine-mesh strainer into bowl with chili powder mixture (mixture may
bubble slightly); discard solids in strainer. Stir well to combine. Let sit at room temperature until
flavors meld, about 12 hours. (Sichuan Chili Oil can be stored at room temperature for up to 1
week or refrigerated for up to 3 months.)Strawberry–Black Pepper SugarMakes about ½
cupWHY THIS RECIPE WORKS Freeze-dried strawberries, ground to a powder, transform from
a fruit into a spice. The sweetness of the berries combines with the clean heat of black pepper to
make a sophisticated finishing sprinkle. Shake some over yogurt; layer over crème brûlée or
other custards before torching; coat strips of puff pastry before twisting and baking into straws;
roll logs of shortbread dough in it before slicing and baking; sprinkle over muffin batter before



baking; toss with stone fruit before roasting; or simply sprinkle on buttered toast. You can find
freeze-dried strawberries in the baking or natural foods aisle of most well-stocked
supermarkets.1¼cups (1 ounce) freeze-dried strawberries¾cup (5¼ ounces) sugar1teaspoon
pepperWorking in batches, process strawberries in spice grinder until finely ground, about 30
seconds. Transfer to small bowl and whisk in sugar and pepper. (Strawberry–Black Pepper
Sugar can be stored in airtight container for up to 1 month.)Make Great VinaigrettesVinaigrettes
are far more than just salad dressings. In many ways, vinaigrette is really the ultimate sauce,
bringing brightness, acidity, and richness to just about any savory dish, from roasted vegetables
to grains to sandwiches to cooked seafood or poultry.The key to a great vinaigrette is
emulsification. An emulsion is simply a cohesive combination of two liquids that don’t ordinarily
mix (like oil and water). In a vinaigrette, those two liquids are oil and, typically, vinegar or lemon
juice. The only way to mix them properly is to combine them strenuously enough so that the oil
breaks down into such tiny droplets that they remain separated and surrounded by the vinegar
droplets. Thus the two liquids become one. Such oil-in-liquid combos are the most common type
of kitchen emulsion, but they’re not the only one. Butter and peanut butter are both examples of
water-in-oil emulsions: Their fat content is so high that droplets of water are dispersed
throughout the fat.An emulsified vinaigrette works best for keeping your salad greens crisp and
unwilted because the vinegar surrounding the droplets of oil prevents the oil from directly
contacting the greens. (Plus an emulsified vinaigrette clings more effectively, guaranteeing
balanced flavor in every bite.) Whisking a vinaigrette right in the bottom of the salad bowl lets
you tailor its flavors to the salad you’re serving (see this page for the most effective way to whisk
a vinaigrette).But we also like to make a larger batch of vinaigrette to have on hand anytime the
mood strikes. How do you make that emulsion last? It’s not about the method used for
combining, be it shaking, whisking, or using a blender or food processor. Rather, it’s about the
emulsifiers and stabilizers used.Many vinaigrettes contain mustard or mayonnaise because they
are effective short-term emulsifiers. We have learned that molasses is the secret weapon for
longer-term stabilization. It contains compounds that increase the viscosity of the emulsion so
much that it becomes difficult for the oil droplets to coalesce back into larger drops. (Genuine
aged balsamic vinegar contains similar compounds.) And fortunately, the amount needed to
stabilize an emulsified vinaigrette is not so much that it results in a sweet dressing.1A TO MAKE
VINAIGRETTE IN JAR Combine flavoring ingredients and stir with fork until smooth and
homogenous in appearance.2A Add vinegar, seal jar, and shake until smooth.3A Add oil in
stages, sealing jar and shaking vigorously after each addition until thoroughly combined and
lightly thickened.1B TO MAKE VINAIGRETTE DIRECTLY IN SALAD BOWL Whisk vinegar and
seasonings in bottom of salad bowl. Add oil in thin stream and whisk until thoroughly combined
and emulsified.THE SCIENCE OF EmulsificationThe polysaccharides in mustard and the
lecithin in mayonnaise (from the egg yolks) have large molecules with one part that’s attracted to
oil and one part that’s attracted to water. Thus these act as bridges to link the oil and water (or in
this case, vinegar) together. The compounds in molasses, called melanoidins, increase the



viscosity of the emulsion, forestalling the oil droplets from their natural inclination to congregate
back together.Make-Ahead White Wine VinaigretteMake-Ahead White Wine VinaigretteServes
8 (Makes about 1 cup)WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS Keep this versatile vinaigrette on hand for
any type of salad or whenever a dish needs a flavor boost. By also developing three variations,
we’ve eliminated any excuse for relying on preservative-packed store-bought versions. To keep
the oil and vinegar from separating, we added two natural emulsifiers, mustard and mayonnaise.
Just a tablespoon of molasses stabilized the dressing and further prevented separation without
imparting a strong flavor to our vinaigrette. Cutting the olive oil with some vegetable oil ensured
that our refrigerated dressing was always pourable. You can use light mayonnaise here. Do not
use blackstrap molasses, as its flavor is too strong.1tablespoon mayonnaise1tablespoon
molasses1tablespoon Dijon mustard½teaspoon table salt¼cup white wine vinegar½cup extra-
virgin olive oil, divided¼cup vegetable oil1 Combine mayonnaise, molasses, mustard, and salt in
2-cup jar with tight-fitting lid. Stir with fork until mixture is milky in appearance and no lumps of
mayonnaise or molasses remain. Add vinegar, seal jar, and shake until smooth, about 10
seconds.2 Add ¼ cup olive oil, seal jar, and shake vigorously until combined, about 10 seconds.
Repeat, adding remaining ¼ cup olive oil and vegetable oil in separate additions, shaking
vigorously until combined after each. Vinaigrette should be glossy and lightly thickened after all
oil has been added, with no surface pools of oil. Season with salt and pepper to taste.
(Vinaigrette can be refrigerated for up to 1 week; shake briefly to recombine before
using.)VARIATIONSMake-Ahead Sherry-Shallot VinaigretteSubstitute sherry vinegar for white
wine vinegar. Add 2 teaspoons minced shallot and 2 teaspoons minced fresh thyme to jar with
mayonnaise.Make-Ahead Balsamic-Fennel VinaigretteSubstitute balsamic vinegar for white
wine vinegar. Add 2 teaspoons toasted and cracked fennel seeds to jar with mayonnaise.Make-
Ahead Cider-Caraway VinaigretteSubstitute apple cider vinegar for white wine vinegar. Add 2
teaspoons toasted and cracked caraway seeds to jar with mayonnaise.THE BEST WAY TO
WHISK A VINAIGRETTEWhen whisking vinaigrette directly in the bowl, side-to-side strokes are
more effective than either circular stirring or the looping action of beating that takes the whisk up
and out of the bowl. Side-to-side whisking is an easier motion to execute quickly and
aggressively, letting you carry out more and harder motions per minute. This action also causes
more of what scientists call “shear force.” As the whisk moves in one direction, the liquid starts to
move with it. But then the whisk is dragged in the opposite direction, exerting force against the
rest of the liquid still moving toward it. In vinaigrette, the greater shear force of side-to-side
whisking breaks oil into tinier droplets that stay suspended in vinegar, keeping the dressing
emulsified longer.Bibb and Frisée Salad with Grapes and CeleryServes 4WHY THIS RECIPE
WORKS Our bright make-ahead vinaigrettes with white wine (opposite) is versatile enough to
work on many types of salads, but we especially love it on this mixed green salad (and the
sherry-shallot variation is a great change of pace). The frilly, crunchy frisée offers a welcome
contrast to Bibb lettuce’s soft, buttery texture. Thinly slicing the celery allowed it to combine
cohesively with the greens. Red grapes brought a pop of juiciness and freshness, while blue



cheese added richness. You can substitute green seedless grapes for the red, if desired.1head
Bibb lettuce, torn into bite-size pieces (7 cups)1small head frisée, torn into bite-size pieces (3
cups)6ounces seedless red grapes, halved (1 cup)1celery rib, sliced thin3ounces blue cheese,
crumbled (¾ cup), divided½cup Make-Ahead White Wine Vinaigrette (this page) or Make-
Ahead Sherry-Shallot Vinaigrette (this page)Toss lettuce, frisée, grapes, celery, and half of blue
cheese in large bowl. Drizzle with dressing and toss until greens are evenly coated. Season with
salt to taste. Sprinkle with remaining blue cheese and serve.Radicchio Salad with Apple,
Arugula, and ParmesanRadicchio Salad with Apple, Arugula, and ParmesanServes 4WHY THIS
RECIPE WORKS In this colorful salad, we made the vinaigrette right in the bottom of the salad
bowl and then used it to soften our greens (or, more accurately, our reds). Vibrant burgundy-and-
white radicchio has a slightly bitter flavor that made it a welcome addition to our salad. To soften
its slight chewiness, we let it sit in the vinaigrette for 15 minutes before adding peppery arugula,
sweet apple, and nutty Parmesan. Toasted almonds lent a finishing crunch. Use a sharp
vegetable peeler to make thin Parmesan shavings.3tablespoons honey2tablespoons white wine
vinegar1teaspoon Dijon mustard1teaspoon table salt½teaspoon pepper5tablespoons extra-
virgin olive oil1head radicchio (10 ounces), halved, cored, and cut into 1-inch pieces1apple,
cored, halved, and sliced thin2ounces (2 cups) baby arugula2ounces Parmesan cheese, thinly
shaved¼cup almonds, toasted and chopped1 Whisk honey, vinegar, mustard, salt, and pepper
together in large bowl. Slowly drizzle in oil, whisking until emulsified. Fold in radicchio and let sit
until slightly softened, about 15 minutes.2 Add apple, arugula, and Parmesan to radicchio
mixture and toss to combine. Season with salt and pepper to taste. Transfer to platter, sprinkle
with almonds, and serve.Marinate in a Way That Actually WorksMarinating adds flavor and
boosts juiciness in meat, poultry, and seafood before cooking. But slapping any old piece of
protein onto a plate, drowning it in a bottled vinaigrette, and stashing it in the refrigerator for the
afternoon is exactly the wrong way to marinate anything.Marinades typically do most of their
work on the surface of food because many flavor molecules—except for salt and sugar—are too
large to penetrate deeper. In addition, flavor molecules in many marinade ingredients, such as
herbs and spices, are fat-soluble; the water in meat repels them, so these flavors stay on the
surface.A key to successful marinating is to coax as much of the soaking liquid’s flavors into the
protein as possible. For this reason, many of our marinades have a high salt concentration. The
salt seasons the meat and also dissolves some of the proteins and loosens the muscle fibers,
making the meat more tender and letting the salt penetrate. Salt also holds in water to help keep
the meat moist during cooking. In fact, salt is even more important than liquid in a marinade.Soy
sauce is a double-duty secret weapon in many of our marinades. Its saltiness seasons, and its
glutamates—taste-bud stimulators related to umami—enhance savory flavor. Salty, soy-based
miso paste acts in much the same way as soy sauce, and a thick marinade made from miso and
a little liquid clings to the surface of a protein, letting the salt do its work of loosening muscle
fibers to let in flavor while keeping in moisture.Conversely, many of our marinades have a lower
concentration of acid. It’s a common misconception that citrus juice and vinegar tenderize meat



and poultry, but acidic ingredients can actually turn meat and poultry (and seafood) mushy if left
to soak for prolonged periods.Another key to effective marinating is choosing the right cuts.
Since much of the flavor stays near the surface, it’s smarter to choose cuts with more surface
area. A smooth, thick-cut steak, like strip steak, will be minimally affected by a soak in a
marinade. But something like a thin skirt steak, flank steak, or sirloin tip has lots of surface area
to allow marinade to cling more effectively.1 Combine marinade ingredients in baking dish large
enough to hold meat in single layer.2 Arrange meat in marinade, flipping it to coat both sides.
Cover and refrigerate, flipping meat halfway through marinating time.3 Remove meat from
marinade and, if directed, gently pat dry to remove excess moisture.4 To use marinade as
finishing sauce, transfer marinade to saucepan and bring to boil for 1 to 2 minutes.THE
SCIENCE OF FlavorMost herbs and spices have fat-soluble flavor molecules, so when mixed
with oil in a marinade, they will release their flavor, but only on the surface of the protein. For
flavors that penetrate deeper into the protein, seek out flavoring ingredients with water-soluble
flavor molecules. These include alliums like garlic and onion, as well as the glutamates in soy
products like soy sauce and miso paste.Grilled Mojo-Marinated Skirt SteakServes 4 to 6WHY
THIS RECIPE WORKS Long and thin, with ample surface area thanks to its “pleated” grain of
loose, open fibers with lots of nooks and crannies, skirt steak takes beautifully to marinades. We
chose more tender outside skirt steak, which is 3 to 4 inches wide and ½ to 1 inch thick, and
avoided the far less tender inside skirt steak, which is wider, thinner, and comes from a different
muscle of the cow. To make the most of the steak’s ample surface area, we submerged it in a
citrusy, garlicky Cuban-style mojo marinade. The soy sauce in our marinade both seasoned the
meat and enhanced its beefiness thanks to the soy sauce’s glutamates. Rubbing a thin coating
of baking soda over the steaks before grilling them compensated for the extra moisture from the
marinade by raising the meat’s pH. A higher pH makes the meat better able to retain water, so it
browned instead of steamed over the high heat. We boiled the marinade to make it food-safe so
that we could turn it into a sauce to drizzle over the steaks. Skirt steak is most tender when
cooked to medium (130 to 135 degrees).6garlic cloves, minced2tablespoons soy
sauce1teaspoon grated lime zest plus ¼ cup juice (2 limes), divided1teaspoon ground
cumin1teaspoon dried oregano¾teaspoon table salt½teaspoon grated orange zest plus ½ cup
juice¼teaspoon red pepper flakes2pounds skirt steak, trimmed and cut with grain into 6- to 8-
inch-long steaks2tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil, divided1teaspoon baking soda1 Combine
garlic, soy sauce, 2 tablespoons lime juice, cumin, oregano, salt, orange juice, and pepper
flakes in 13 by 9-inch baking dish. Place steaks in dish. Flip steaks to coat both sides with
marinade. Cover and refrigerate for 1 hour, flipping steaks halfway through refrigerating.2
Remove steaks from marinade and transfer marinade to small saucepan. Pat steaks dry with
paper towels. Combine 1 tablespoon oil and baking soda in small bowl. Rub oil mixture evenly
onto both sides of each steak.3 Bring marinade to boil over high heat and boil for 30 seconds.
Transfer to bowl and stir in lime zest, orange zest, remaining 2 tablespoons lime juice, and
remaining 1 tablespoon oil. Set aside sauce.4A For a charcoal grill About 25 minutes before



grilling, open bottom vent completely. Light large chimney starter filled with charcoal briquettes
(6 quarts). When top coals are partially covered with ash, pour evenly over half of grill. Set
cooking grate in place, cover, and open lid vent completely. Heat grill until hot, about 5
minutes.4B For a gas grill Turn all burners to high, cover, and heat grill until hot, about 15
minutes. Turn off 1 burner (if using grill with more than 2 burners, turn off burner farthest from
primary burner) and leave other burner(s) on high.5 Clean and oil cooking grate. Cook steaks on
hotter side of grill until well browned and meat registers 130 to 135 degrees (for medium), 2 to 4
minutes per side. (Move steaks to cooler side of grill before taking temperature to prevent them
from overcooking.) Transfer steaks to cutting board, tent with aluminum foil, and let rest for 10
minutes. Cut steaks on bias against grain into ½-inch-thick slices. Arrange slices on serving
platter, drizzle with 2 tablespoons sauce, and serve, passing extra sauce separately.Miso-
Marinated SalmonMiso-Marinated SalmonServes 4WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS Marinating
salmon using miso is a traditional Japanese technique that promises deeply flavorful fish with a
firm texture, but some traditional recipes require three days of marinating time to let the salty
miso penetrate the fish. We wanted salmon with all the rich flavor and texture that this dish is
known for, but we wanted a streamlined approach. Our simple marinade of white miso, sugar,
sake, and mirin clung nicely to the surface of the salmon. After testing a host of marinating times,
we discovered that the ideal range was between 6 and 24 hours, which delivered fillets that were
thoroughly seasoned and slightly firm around the outer edges. The salty miso seasoned the
salmon while keeping it moist. Broiling the salmon 8 inches from the heating element allowed the
fillets to cook through while the surface caramelized (a process aided by the sugar in the
marinade). We liked white miso, which is fairly sweet and mellow, for this marinade, but red miso,
which is saltier and stronger, can be substituted, if you prefer. Note that the fish needs to
marinate for at least 6 or up to 24 hours before cooking. Use center-cut salmon fillets of similar
thickness.½cup white miso¼cup sugar3tablespoons sake3tablespoons mirin4(6- to 8-ounce)
skin-on salmon filletsLemon wedges1 Whisk miso, sugar, sake, and mirin together in medium
bowl until sugar and miso are dissolved (mixture will be thick). Dip each fillet into miso mixture to
evenly coat all flesh sides. Place fish skin side down in baking dish and pour any remaining miso
mixture over fillets. Cover with plastic wrap and refrigerate for at least 6 hours or up to 24 hours.2
Adjust oven rack 8 inches from broiler element and heat broiler. Place wire rack in rimmed
baking sheet and cover with aluminum foil. Using your fingers, scrape miso mixture from fillets
(do not rinse) and place fish skin side down on foil, leaving 1 inch between fillets.3 Broil salmon
until deeply browned and centers of fillets register 125 degrees for farm-raised salmon or 120
degrees for wild salmon, 8 to 12 minutes, rotating sheet halfway through cooking and shielding
edges of fillets with foil if necessary. Transfer to platter and serve with lemon wedges.Pickle
Vegetables in an AfternoonTo make tangy, crisp, flavor-packed pickles without having to turn to
special canning equipment, work with bushels of produce, or wait weeks to enjoy the fruits of
your labor, look to quick pickling, which provides (nearly) instant pickle gratification.There are
two basic types of pickles: vinegar pickles and fermented pickles. Vinegar pickling simply



involves the process of “cooking” vegetables using an acidic brine that quickly penetrates the
vegetables, transforming them into crunchy-firm, tangy pickles. Fermented pickles, on the other
hand, sit for days or weeks to develop beneficial bacteria that contribute to the pickling process
and develop flavor compounds. (To make traditional fermented pickles, see this page.)Quick
pickles are a category of vinegar pickles that are not processed by a canning method for long-
term storage; in addition to being faster, this keeps them crunchier. Nearly any vegetable can be
quick pickled: Simply cut your vegetables into small or thin pieces (which better facilitates
speedy absorption of the brine), pour a hot brine over them, let cool, and then refrigerate for a
couple of hours before serving.No matter what kind of pickle you are making, acidity and salt
play important roles in preservation, since both of these create inhospitable environments for
bad microbes. But, since quick pickles are typically made in small batches and intended to be
enjoyed within a short time frame, you don’t have to worry about long-term food safety in quite
the same way you do with fermented or canned pickles.This means you can use less salt with
quick pickles. We recommend either kosher salt or pickling salt (also called canning salt) for a
clean-tasting brine. And with quick pickles, you don’t have to limit your recipes to the more acidic
vinegars (typically cider vinegar or distilled white vinegar) that are required when making pickles
intended for longer-term storage. Milder wine vinegars become flavorful options with quick
pickles. We often take advantage of seasoned rice vinegar as well; since this already has salt
and sugar added, no additional amounts are needed.1 Prepare vegetables to be pickled;
smaller or thinner pieces will pickle more quickly.2 Combine brine ingredients in saucepan and
bring to boil.3 Prepare storage jar for hot brine by running under hot water (this will prevent
cracking).4 Pack vegetables into jar and pour hot brine over to cover vegetables.5 Let cool, then
cover and refrigerate for a couple of hours before serving.THE SCIENCE OF Salt for
PicklingMost table salt includes anticaking agents such as calcium silicate or sodium
silicoaluminate, which are not water-soluble, so they make a hazy, off-tasting brine. Diamond
Crystal, our preferred brand of kosher salt, is free of such additives, as is pickling salt, so they
make perfectly clear, clean-tasting brine.Quick Pickled CarrotsServes 4 (Makes 1 pint)WHY
THIS RECIPE WORKS These quick-pickled carrot sticks are a cinch to put together and are
ready to enjoy in just 3 hours. Seasoned rice vinegar already contains a balanced amount of salt
and sugar, so we found that there was no need for additional amounts of those seasonings. With
its mild flavor, the rice vinegar also served as the perfect background for the earthy, slightly
peppery flavor notes of our carrots. Garlic, black peppercorns, and mustard seeds gave our
pickles a touch of heat and spice, and fresh tarragon added a subtle layer of anise-toned
sweetness. We warmed our glass jar in hot water to ensure that it wouldn’t crack when we filled it
with hot brine. After just 3 hours in the brine, these pickles were bright and tangy. If possible,
choose carrots that are uniform in width.¾cup seasoned rice vinegar¼cup water1garlic clove,
peeled and halved⅛teaspoon black peppercorns⅛teaspoon yellow mustard seeds8ounces
carrots, peeled and cut into 4 by ½-inch sticks2sprigs fresh tarragon1 Combine vinegar, water,
garlic, peppercorns, and mustard seeds in medium saucepan over medium-high heat and bring



to boil.2 Place one 1-pint jar under hot running water until heated through, about 1 minute; shake
dry. Pack carrots and tarragon sprigs into hot jar. Using funnel and ladle, pour hot brine over
carrots to fully submerge. Let jar cool completely, about 1 hour.3 Cover jar with lid and refrigerate
for at least 2½ hours before serving. (Pickled carrots can be refrigerated for up to 6 weeks;
tarragon will begin to taste funky after 6 weeks.)Quick Asparagus PicklesQuick Asparagus
PicklesServes 4 to 6 (Makes 1 quart)WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS These pickles are just as
good on a cheese plate as they are in a Bloody Mary. Starting with thick asparagus spears
guaranteed that the spears stayed crunchy after pickling. Trimming the spears to the height of
the jar was necessary to make sure they fit properly. Fruity, strongly acidic cider vinegar
tempered with sugar gave the pickles a balanced tang, and black peppercorns and mustard
seeds added a pop of heat. A dill sprig served as a nod to traditional dill pickles. We developed
this recipe using Diamond Crystal Kosher Salt; if using Morton’s Kosher Salt, use 2½
tablespoons.1½cups cider vinegar1½cups water cup sugar¼cup kosher salt½teaspoon black
peppercorns½teaspoon yellow mustard seeds1pound thick asparagus1sprig fresh dill1bay leaf1
Combine vinegar, water, sugar, salt, peppercorns, and mustard seeds in medium saucepan over
medium-high heat and bring to boil.2 Place 1-quart jar under hot running water until heated
through, about 1 minute; shake dry. Trim asparagus spears to fit in jar. Place spears upright in jar.
Add dill sprig and bay leaf. Using funnel and ladle, pour hot brine into jar, making sure spears are
fully submerged. Let jar cool completely, about 1 hour.3 Cover jar with lid and refrigerate for at
least 3 hours before serving. (Pickled asparagus can be refrigerated for up to 1 week.)Quick
Sweet and Spicy Pickled Red OnionsQuick Sweet and Spicy Pickled Red OnionsServes 4 to 6
(Makes 1 cup)WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS Sweet and spicy pickled onions are an absolute
breeze to make—just a few minutes of hands-on preparation plus a mere 30-minute briny bath
transform simple slices of red onion and jalapeño chile into a vibrant topping for sandwiches,
burgers, or tacos. We wanted to create a brine that would accentuate the pungency of the red
onions without being overpowering, so we tested an array of vinegars and found that red wine
vinegar offered the right clean and fruity background; plus, its rosy color complemented the
purple-tinged onions. To balance the acidity and bring out the onion’s natural sweetness, we
added a good measure of sugar and a touch of salt. To keep these nice and crunchy for storage,
we poured off the brine after pickling them. Look for a firm, dry onion with thin, shiny skin and a
deep purple color. When working with jalapeño chiles, it’s a good idea to wear gloves and wash
your knife and cutting board as soon as you’re done.1cup red wine vinegar cup
sugar¼teaspoon kosher salt2jalapeño chiles, stemmed, seeded, and sliced into thin rings1red
onion, halved and sliced thin through root end1 Combine vinegar, sugar, salt, and jalapeños in
small saucepan over medium-high heat and bring to simmer, stirring occasionally, until sugar
dissolves.2 Place onion in medium bowl. Pour hot brine over onion, cover, and let cool to room
temperature, about 1 hour.3 When cool, drain vegetables in colander. Serve right away or
refrigerate for 1 hour to chill first. (Pickled onions can be refrigerated for up to 1 week; onions will
turn soft and harsh after 1 week.)Salt Vegetables for Not-Soggy Slaws and SaladsVegetables



naturally contain a lot of water, which is one of many reasons why they’re so good for us. But all
that water can make it challenging to use them successfully in one of their most common
applications: salads.If those veggies release a lot of their liquid after you’ve tossed them with the
dressing, you’ll end up with a diluted, soggy, unappetizing dish that’s more soup than salad. A
great illustration of this issue is vegetable slaw. Who among us hasn’t suffered through bland,
watery, soggy slaw and longed for a better way?With meat, we want to preserve as much of the
interior moisture as possible, but when it comes to vegetables, more often we are trying to get
the water out. But despite the fact that we have opposite goals for vegetables and meat, the
same ingredient achieves both ends: salt.When salt is applied to vegetables, it dissolves on the
surface. In order to equalize the salt concentration levels, the water deep within the cells
migrates outward in a process called osmosis—the same process that’s at work with brining
(see this page) and salting meat (see this page). With meat, we wait until the water is
reabsorbed back into the cells, carrying the salt along with it, before cooking. But with
vegetables, we want to quickly remove most of that excess moisture.This exodus of water from
the cells also causes the cells to weaken, which translates into the vegetables becoming softer
(a bonus when it comes time to eat tougher or harder vegetables like cabbage or beets). The
overall process is similar to tossing chopped fruit with sugar and letting it sit before using it in a
pie or crisp (a process known as macerating). Using sugar works with vegetables, too, though
more slowly. Incorporating a bit of sugar can be a way to draw out water without making the
veggies too salty.1 Toss vegetables with salt in colander set over bowl.2 Let sit until vegetables
wilt and exude excess liquid into bowl (from 30 minutes for soft vegetables like tomatoes to 1
hour or longer for crunchy vegetables like cabbage).3A If rinsing If recipe directs, rinse
vegetables under cold running water to remove excess salt and liquid. Pat dry with paper
towels.3B If spinning Or, if recipe directs, spin vegetables in salad spinner to remove excess
moisture, without rinsing.THE SCIENCE OF Salt vs. SugarSalt and sugar draw water out of cells
through osmosis. As either dissolves on the food’s surface, water inside the cell walls is drawn
out, since water moves from a more dilute solution to a more concentrated one. But salt works
faster, because the speed at which water is drawn out depends on the number of ions or
molecules present. Salt divides into individual ions when dissolved, while sugar remains in the
form of larger molecules. So in any given solution, more salt will be at work by volume than
sugar.Creamy Buttermilk ColeslawServes 4WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS Unlike an all-mayo
slaw, buttermilk coleslaw—a specialty of the South—is coated in a light, creamy, and
refreshingly tart dressing. We wanted a recipe that showcased the best attributes of this side
salad: a pickle-crisp texture in the cabbage and a tangy dressing that clung to it. To prevent
watery coleslaw, we salted, rinsed, and dried our shredded cabbage. As the salted cabbage sat,
moisture was pulled out of it, wilting the tough shreds to the right crispy texture. For a tangy
dressing that stayed with the cabbage and didn’t pool at the bottom of the bowl, we
supplemented the buttermilk with mayonnaise and sour cream. For finishing touches, we added
sweet shredded carrot and mild minced shallot.1pound red or green cabbage (about ½ medium



head), shredded (about 6 cups)1¼teaspoons table salt, divided1large carrot, peeled and
shredded½cup buttermilk2tablespoons mayonnaise2tablespoons sour cream1small shallot,
minced (about 1 tablespoon)2tablespoons minced fresh parsley½teaspoon cider
vinegar¼teaspoon Dijon mustard½teaspoon sugar⅛teaspoon pepper1 Toss cabbage with 1
teaspoon salt in colander set over medium bowl. Let stand until cabbage wilts, at least 1 hour or
up to 4 hours. Rinse cabbage under cold running water (or in large bowl of ice water if serving
immediately). Press, but do not squeeze, to drain; pat dry with paper towels. Transfer cabbage to
large bowl and add carrot.2 Combine remaining ¼ teaspoon salt, buttermilk, mayonnaise, sour
cream, shallot, parsley, vinegar, mustard, sugar and pepper in small bowl, pour over cabbage-
carrot mixture, and toss to coat. Serve chilled or at room temperature. (Coleslaw can be
refrigerated for up to 2 days.)VARIATIONSButtermilk Coleslaw with Scallions and CilantroOmit
mustard. Substitute 1 tablespoon minced fresh cilantro for parsley and 1 teaspoon lime juice for
vinegar. Add 2 thinly sliced scallions to dressing in step 2.Lemony Buttermilk ColeslawSubstitute
1 teaspoon lemon juice for vinegar. Add 1 teaspoon minced fresh thyme and 1 tablespoon
minced fresh chives to dressing in step 2.Beet, Endive, and Pear SlawBeet, Endive, and Pear
SlawServes 4 to 6WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS Root vegetables such as beets stay crisp once
shredded and dressed, and their distinctive flavor enlivens a slaw. Beets have a high enough
water content that they must be pretreated, but using just salt left them too salty, so we added
some sugar as well. Endive’s slight bitterness made a nice foil to the sweet beets. Pears added
texture and some floral sweetness. For contrasting color and herbal flavor, we tossed in some
cilantro. And we decided on a vinaigrette dressing; sherry vinegar offered an oaky complexity,
and Dijon mustard punched up the flavor and lent the dressing body. To save time, we
recommend shredding and treating the beets before prepping the remaining ingredients. Shred
the beets on the large holes of a box grater or with the shredding disk of a food
processor.1½pounds beets, trimmed, peeled, and shredded¼cup sugar, plus extra for
seasoning1½teaspoons table salt, divided½cup extra-virgin olive oil3tablespoons sherry
vinegar, plus extra for seasoning2tablespoons Dijon mustard½teaspoon pepper2heads Belgian
endive (4 ounces each), cored and sliced thin on bias2pears, peeled, halved, cored, and cut into
matchsticks1cup fresh cilantro leaves1 Toss beets with sugar and 1 teaspoon salt in colander
set over medium bowl and let sit until partially wilted and reduced in volume by one-third, about
15 minutes.2 Meanwhile, whisk oil, vinegar, mustard, remaining ½ teaspoon salt, and pepper in
large bowl until combined.3 Transfer beets to salad spinner and spin until excess water is
removed, 10 to 20 seconds.4 Transfer beets to bowl with dressing. Add endive, pears, and
cilantro to bowl with beets and toss to combine. Season with salt, pepper, extra sugar, and/or
extra vinegar to taste. Serve immediately.Greek Cherry Tomato SaladServes 4 to 6WHY THIS
RECIPE WORKS Cherry tomatoes exude lots of liquid when cut, quickly turning salad into soup.
So as with our beet slaw (see this page), we let the tomatoes sit with salt and sugar—the sugar
supporting the role of the salt while enhancing the tomatoes’ sweetness—and then spun them in
a salad spinner to remove excess liquid (which we reserved for our dressing). You can substitute



grape tomatoes cut in half along the equator; strain the liquid and proceed as directed. If you
have less than ½ cup of juice after spinning, proceed with the recipe using the entire amount of
juice and reduce it to 3 tablespoons as directed (the cooking time will be shorter).1½pounds
cherry tomatoes, quartered½teaspoon sugar¼teaspoon table salt1shallot, minced1tablespoon
red wine vinegar2garlic cloves, minced½teaspoon dried oregano2tablespoons extra-virgin olive
oil4ounces feta cheese, crumbled (1 cup)1small cucumber, peeled, halved lengthwise, seeded,
and cut into ½-inch dice½cup pitted kalamata olives, chopped3tablespoons chopped fresh
parsley1 Toss tomatoes, sugar, and salt together in colander set over medium bowl and let sit for
30 minutes. Transfer tomatoes to salad spinner and spin until seeds and excess liquid have been
removed, 45 to 60 seconds, stopping to redistribute tomatoes several times during spinning.
Strain ½ cup tomato liquid through fine-mesh strainer into liquid measuring cup; discard any
extra liquid. Return tomatoes to bowl.2 Bring tomato liquid, shallot, vinegar, garlic, and oregano
to simmer in small saucepan over medium heat and cook until reduced to 3 tablespoons, 6 to 8
minutes. Transfer to small bowl and let cool to room temperature, about 5 minutes. Whisking
constantly, drizzle in oil. Season with salt and pepper to taste.3 Add feta, cucumber, olives, and
parsley to bowl with tomatoes. Drizzle with dressing and toss gently to coat.
Serve.VARIATIONCherry Tomato Salad with Basil and Fresh MozzarellaOmit garlic, oregano,
feta, cucumber, olives, and parsley. Substitute 1 tablespoon balsamic vinegar for red wine
vinegar. Add 1½ cups fresh basil leaves, roughly torn, and 8 ounces fresh mozzarella, cut into ½-
inch pieces and patted dry with paper towels, to tomatoes before drizzling with dressing.Just
Add Water for Perfectly Sautéed VegetablesYou don’t have to be a professional chef to know
that sauté means to cook food in a small amount of hot fat so that it browns deeply and develops
savory flavor. The whole idea of browning is to eliminate moisture, so it might sound
counterintuitive to suggest that adding water is the most important step to perfectly sautéing
many vegetables. But it’s true.For tougher, less watery vegetables like green beans or broccoli,
simply adding them raw to hot oil or butter results in blackened exteriors and undercooked
interiors. Many recipes call for the laborious solution of parboiling the vegetables until crisp-
tender, shocking them in ice water, thoroughly drying them with towels, and, finally, sautéing
them. While this classic method lets you do most of the prep work in advance, it also involves
juggling multiple pans and procedures. Most of us want something more streamlined to get tasty,
everyday sautéed veggies.So, our modified stir-fry technique involves three steps in quick
succession in a 12-inch skillet with a tight-fitting lid. Water is needed to soften the vegetables,
but rather than parboiling before sautéing, we reverse the process. In other words, sauté the
vegetables first until spotty brown but not cooked through and then add a small amount of water
to the skillet. When the water hits the skillet, it immediately turns to steam, and you can quickly
cover the pan to capture it. Once the veggies are almost cooked through but still a bit crisp (an
efficient process in the steamy environment), remove the lid to let excess moisture evaporate.
Then, blast the heat to finish evaporating the water and get additional final browning.Don’t add
water to the skillet for vegetables that are more watery, like zucchini and tomatoes, since they



release their liquid so readily. For mushrooms, which contain plenty of water but are reluctant to
give it up right away, you can keep the same procedure but skip the initial browning since you
need to remove their water before attempting to brown them. It’s counterintuitive, but adding a
small amount of water to the pan first gets the steaming process started and encourages the
mushrooms to release their water, which can then evaporate. After that, add oil and let them
sizzle until they brown.1 Sauté vegetables in butter or oil in skillet until spotty brown.2 Add small
amount of water, cover, and cook until vegetables become brighter in color but are still crisp.3
Uncover skillet and continue to cook until water has evaporated and vegetables are crisp-
tender.4 Continue to cook until vegetables are fully cooked to taste, finishing with additional
seasoning.Sautéed Green Beans with Garlic and HerbsServes 4WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS
Green beans perfectly illustrate how adding water helps when sautéing chewier, firmer
vegetables. For crisp-tender beans with just the right amount of char, we sautéed the beans in oil
until they turned spotty brown, then added a little water to the pan and covered it so the beans
could steam and cook through. Once the beans were bright green but still crisp, we removed the
lid to let the water evaporate and get more browning on the beans. A little softened butter added
to the pan at this stage lent richness and promoted further browning. If you prefer slightly more
tender beans (or you are using large, tough beans), increase the water to 5 tablespoons and
increase the covered cooking time to about 3 minutes. You will need a 12-inch nonstick skillet
with a tight-fitting lid for this recipe.1tablespoon unsalted butter, softened3garlic cloves,
minced1teaspoon minced fresh thyme1teaspoon vegetable oil1pound green beans, trimmed
and cut into 2-inch lengths¼teaspoon table salt⅛teaspoon pepper¼cup water2teaspoons
lemon juice1 Combine butter, garlic, and thyme in bowl. Heat oil in 12-inch nonstick skillet over
medium heat until just smoking. Add beans, salt, and pepper and cook, stirring occasionally,
until spotty brown, 4 to 6 minutes.2 Add water, cover, and cook until beans are bright green and
still crisp, about 2 minutes.3 Uncover, increase heat to high, and cook until water evaporates, 30
to 60 seconds. Add butter mixture and cook, stirring often, until beans are crisp-tender, lightly
browned, and beginning to wrinkle, 1 to 3 minutes. Off heat, stir in lemon juice and season with
salt and pepper to taste. Transfer to platter and serve.Skillet Broccoli with Olive Oil and
GarlicSkillet Broccoli with Olive Oil and GarlicServes 4WHY THIS RECIPE WORKS The usual
problem with sautéing broccoli florets is getting the core to cook through before the delicate
outer buds overcook and fall apart. Our technique solves this problem. First we browned the
broccoli for color, then we quickly steamed it to cook through, and finally we sautéed it with
some aromatics for a boost in flavor. We started with store-prepped broccoli florets for speed of
preparation; if buying broccoli in a bunch, you will need about 1½ pounds of broccoli in order to
yield 1 pound of florets. Either a traditional or a nonstick 12-inch skillet with a tight-fitting lid will
work for this recipe.3tablespoons extra-virgin olive oil, divided2garlic cloves, minced½teaspoon
minced fresh thyme1pound broccoli florets, cut into 1-inch pieces¼teaspoon table
salt3tablespoons water1 Combine 1 tablespoon oil, garlic, and thyme in bowl. Heat remaining 2
tablespoons oil in 12-inch skillet over medium-high heat until just smoking. Add broccoli and salt



and cook, without stirring, until beginning to brown, about 2 minutes.2 Add water, cover, and
cook until broccoli is bright green but still crisp, about 2 minutes. Uncover and continue to cook
until water has evaporated and broccoli is crisp-tender, about 2 minutes.3 Clear center of pan,
add garlic mixture, and cook, mashing mixture into skillet, until fragrant, about 30 seconds. Stir
garlic mixture into broccoli. Transfer broccoli to serving dish and season with salt and pepper to
taste. Serve.VARIATIONSkillet Broccoli with Sesame Oil and GingerOmit thyme. For garlic
mixture in step 1, substitute 1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil for olive oil and add 1 tablespoon
grated fresh ginger. Substitute 2 tablespoons vegetable oil for olive oil when cooking
broccoli.Sautéed Mushrooms with Red Wine and RosemaryServes 4WHY THIS RECIPE
WORKS It might seem surprising that mushrooms, which contain abundant water, would benefit
from this technique. But they need a little coaxing to release their plentiful water. Sautéing them
the typical way means piling them in a skillet and waiting patiently for them to release their
moisture, which then must evaporate before browning can occur. But we found that modifying
our technique—adding a small amount of water to the pan and steaming the mushrooms
immediately—encouraged them to release their moisture quickly. After it evaporated, we added
a small amount of oil to brown them. A simple butter-based glaze flavored them and encouraged
further browning without making them overly rich. Use a medium-bodied dry red wine such as a
Pinot Noir. Use one variety of mushroom or a combination. Trim white or cremini mushrooms;
quarter them if large or medium or halve them if small. Stem and halve portobellos and cut each
half crosswise into ½-inch pieces. Tear trimmed oyster or maitake mushrooms into 1- to 1½-inch
pieces. Stem shiitake mushrooms; quarter large caps and halve small caps.1¼pounds
mushrooms, trimmed and cut as needed¼cup water½teaspoon vegetable oil1tablespoon
unsalted butter1shallot, minced1teaspoon minced fresh rosemary¼teaspoon table
salt¼teaspoon pepper¼cup red wine1tablespoon cider vinegar½cup chicken or vegetable
broth1 Cook mushrooms and water in 12-inch nonstick skillet over high heat, stirring
occasionally, until skillet is almost dry and mushrooms begin to sizzle, 4 to 8 minutes. Reduce
heat to medium-high. Add oil and toss until mushrooms are evenly coated. Continue to cook,
stirring occasionally, until mushrooms are well browned, 4 to 8 minutes longer. Reduce heat to
medium.2 Push mushrooms to sides of skillet. Add butter to center. When butter has melted,
add shallot, rosemary, salt, and pepper to center and cook, stirring constantly, until fragrant,
about 30 seconds. Add wine and vinegar and stir mixture into mushrooms. Cook, stirring
occasionally, until liquid has evaporated, 2 to 3 minutes. Add broth and cook, stirring
occasionally, until glaze is reduced by half, about 3 minutes. Season with salt and pepper to
taste, and serve.VARIATIONSautéed Mushrooms with Mustard and ParsleyOmit rosemary.
Substitute 1 tablespoon Dijon mustard for wine and increase vinegar to 1½ tablespoons; liquid
will take only 1 to 2 minutes to evaporate. Stir in 2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley before
serving.Steam-Roast Vegetables to Caramelized TendernessRoasting is a fantastic way to cook
vegetables because it enhances their natural sweetness. The same general rules that apply to
oven-roasting meats also apply to vegetables: You need high, dry heat and some fat to achieve



browning and a pan large enough to accommodate the vegetables without overcrowding.Typical
recipes for roasting vegetables call for you to roast them uncovered for the entire time. But with
this method, there’s a danger that the veggies will dry out and turn leathery. Plus, other
ingredients, such as herbs and aromatics like garlic, can burn easily during the time it takes for
the vegetables to cook through. Chefs often parboil vegetables to jump-start cooking before
roasting them in the oven, but that’s fussy to do at home.
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Tim F., “Great ideas and explanations. It has been said that this is a rehashing of old recipes,
and yet if you do not have those old recipes, then this is an excellent compendium. The book has
a good variety of baking, roasting, grilling, poaching, glazing, etc. etc. techniques.I have enjoyed
at least a half dozen of the techniques and associated recipes since buying the book a few
weeks ago.”

J. Allen, “Great resource for every culinary level. Really excellent “How-To” resourceI tried a
random recipe and the directions are extremely easy to follow; the dish turned out even better
than expectedEven a seasoned professional can get something out of this book!”

Anneli Kunze, “Incredibly instructional. I have only taken a real interest in cooking since
switching to a ketogenic lifestyle a few years ago, so my culinary knowledge thus far has been
scraped together from cooking shows and the internet. This book is my first resource from which
I intend to learn proper cooking techniques and theory. I am a bit of an academic nerd type, and I
thoroughly appreciate the structure of this book.There are three primary parts in the body of this
book: Part I - Essentials Every Home Cook Should Know; Part II - Techniques You Didn't Know
You Couldn't Live Without; and Part III - The Bucket List. Each part is divided into subsections by
technique (e.g. Make Roux for Rich Sauces, Sear Scallops for Tender, Golden Results, Butcher
Whole Chicken for Custom Parts, etc.). Each technique subsection begins with a page of text on
the technique, followed by a page of illustrations to accompany the information. After that, there
is a selection of recipes that apply those techniques. Each recipe is preceded by a paragraph
titled, "Why This Recipe Works." Most techniques include an average of 2-5 recipes.At the end
of the three techniques content, a Nutritional Information for Our Recipes section, a Conversions
and Equivalents section, and a proper Index section.While there are not photographs included
with every recipe, if one is so inclined, photos may be found online with a search of the recipe
title, along with the author, America's Test Kitchen.I cannot attest to the recycling of recipes or
information, as this is my first ATK book, but as a first-time ATK customer, this is exactly what I
wanted in an educational culinary text.”

Lexcee5, “Best cookbook ever.. I'm a home cook and cookbook collector. This book is by far the
best cookbook ever. Besides beautiful to look at the information is invaluable. Buy it, give as a
gift, you'll love it.”

Don, “Another GREAT book from them.. Great book...I have other cookbooks from these people
and have always liked the ease in following their instructions plus they give you a synopsis of
how they got to the recipe you are using. In my opinion... you can't lose purchasing anything of
theirs.”



Liz K, “Gorgeous book. I'm a huge fan of America's Test Kitchen. They always publish beautiful
and books with amazing photos and wonderful recipes and advice that any home cook like me
can follow. This book is beautiful! I can't wait to get started with the delicious recipes.”

The book by America's Test Kitchen has a rating of 5 out of 4.8. 674 people have provided
feedback.
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